An acoustic environment simulator is a system that facilitates acoustic environment composition by controlling the parameters of sound objects (both background and sound events), allowing the user to compose and compare soundscapes against their expectations. By using the acoustic environment simulator, data regarding parameters of sound objects, such as their sound level and selection, can be obtained. Furthermore, these data can be used to understand the relationship between the sound objects and the soundscapes. This paper describes the development and validation of an acoustic environment simulator, which can be used to design a complex acoustic environment in the laboratory according to the expectations of the user. Validation of the simulated soundscape, whether the composed acoustic environment has the same soundscape dimension characteristics as previous in-situ and other laboratory experiments, was conducted by reproducing acoustic environment compositions using a two-dimensional ambisonic system in the laboratory. Listener responses on semantic differential scales were reduced to three reliable soundscape dimensions by principal component analysis: Calmness/Relaxation (40%), Dynamics/Vibrancy (12%), and Communication (11%). These three soundscape dimensions are consistent with a previous study conducted in situ. The results reported here indicate that acoustic environment composition can successfully imitate the soundscape dimensions of an actual acoustic environment.
Introduction
Several studies have been conducted in an effort to understand soundscapes based on in-situ experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and laboratory experiments using acoustic environment recordings [7] [8] [9] [10] . Although in-situ and laboratory experiments have been widely used, they do not generally provide an opportunity to measure the parameters of each sound object, nor to control the sound objects that occur in the acoustic environment. A sound object is taken as a sound source in the acoustic environment, including its spatial properties (movement and position in space), temporal properties (sound events or background sound), sound level, and interactions with the environment.
Acoustic environment composition using an acoustic environment simulator has been introduced as a way to address these problems. An acoustic environment simulator was developed by Davies et al. based on the concept of background and foreground sounds [8] . This simulator was able to successfully replicate a simple acoustic environment in the laboratory. Another acoustic environment simulator was developed to imitate the sounds of road and railway traffic [11] and was able to imitate the sounds of moving vehicles and trains in the laboratory. Despite these early attempts, these simulators have not been reported to design or compose a complex acoustic environment. In the present study, an acoustic environment simulator for composing complex acoustic environments was developed. Aletta et al. state that soundscape study can be done using three methods: in-situ experiments, laboratory experiments, and interviews [12] . Laboratory experiments can be carried out with acoustic environment recordings or a simulated acoustic environment. Experiments using acoustic environment reproduction have been validated [8] [13] , but not the simulated acoustic environment. A method to validate an acoustic environment has been developed using semantic scales, which has been implemented for experiments in different conditions: in situ [13, 14] , in the laboratory using binaural reproduction [7, 9] , in the laboratory with a threedimensional ambisonic system [8, 15] , and in the laboratory with a two-dimensional ambisonic system [13] .
In the in-situ experiment using semantic scales, four soundscape dimensions (Relaxation, Communication, Spatiality, and Dynamics) were distinguished [14] . Later, our previous study has shown that the dimension of Spatiality is not reliable [13] . The laboratory experiments were conducted using different reproduction systems. In the experiment using a binaural system two soundscape dimensions were distinguished (Calmness and Vibrancy) [9] . In the reproduction using a three-dimensional ambisonic system four soundscape dimensions were classified (Relaxation/Calmness, Dynamics/ Vibrancy, Communication, and Spatiality) [8] and in the experiment using a two-dimensional ambisonic system three soundscape dimensions were established (Relaxation/Calmness, Dynamics/Vibrancy, and Communication) [13] .
In this study, an acoustic environment simulator was designed to simulates complex acoustic environments. The validity of the simulated acoustic environments (whether the composed acoustic environments have the same soundscape dimensions as previous in-situ and laboratory experiments). The preliminary results were presented at INTERNOISE 2016 [16] .
Development of the Acoustic Environment Simulator
An acoustic environment simulator was developed in this study for the purpose of composing complex acoustic environments. A complex acoustic environment is an acoustic environment that consists of both background sound objects and event sound objects, and that can stand in for an actual acoustic environment. Furthermore, the temporal and spatial properties of each of the sound objects should be imitated in the simulator. The simulator was developed using three concepts: (i) the structured perspective in acoustic environment composition, (ii) sound objects, and (iii) separation of background sounds and event sounds. The background/event concept was implemented based on the general categorisation of sound objects in an acoustic environment [17] . The categories were developed by Dubois, Guastavino and Raimbault as part of their efforts to understand the meaning of soundscapes by connecting perceptual categories and sociological representation [18] . There are two cognitive categories: event sequences and amorphous sequences. An event sequence is a sequence related to a specific event and an amorphous sequence is related to general events/background noise [17, 19] . The background sound object in the study conducted by Bruce et al. is a sound object that represents an amorphous sequence, while the event sound object is a sound object that represents an event sequence.
In this study, the background sound object is defined as a general sound object, which occurs throughout the acoustic environment, for example, the sound of traffic noise, construction noise and hubbub. Also, the event sound object is defined as a specific sound event that may occur once in the acoustic environment, for example, the sound of a passing tram, a trolley bag being pulled, or footsteps. The structured perspective in acoustic environment composition was introduced by Truax [20] . It includes three perspectives that should be implemented in order to compose an acoustic environment: the fixed spatial perspective, the moving spatial perspective, and the variable spatial perspective. The fixed spatial perspective implies that an acoustic environment is formed by sound objects in time; the moving spatial perspective relates to the imitation of moving sound objects in the composition; and the variable spatial perspective relates to the simultaneous presence of several sound objects. The fixed spatial perspective was implemented in the present acoustic environment simulator by using a long recording of background sound (not a short repeated sample) because listeners need to perceive the flow of the sound objects in time. The spatial movement of the sound objects was imitated using an automated ambisonic panner. The presence of simultaneous sound objects was implemented using multi-track playback in the simulator. The object-oriented concept was implemented in this simulator by considering three parameters: the position of a sound object (for static sound objects), the sound level of a sound object, and the movement of a sound object. The position of the sound object was imitated using an ambisonic panner by controlling the azimuth parameter; the sound level of the sound object was controlled by adjusting the sound level parameter; and its movement was imitated by automating the azimuth parameter in the ambisonic panner. The acoustic environment simulator was designed using Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) software because DAW software has suitable functionality for the task of building such a simulator: a multi-track system, implementation of the Virtual Studio Technology (VST) plugins on every track, implementation of multichannel output, parameter automation, multi-channel routing on every track, realtime signal processing, and MIDI controller input. The multi-track system allows several sound objects to be played at the same time and can be used to expand the system to include more sound objects. The implementation of the VST plugins on every track allows different effects to be implemented on each sound object. The implementation of multi-channel output offers flexibility in reproducing the output, permitting the use not only of stereo systems but also of multi-channel ambisonic or surround systems. Parameter automation is used to imitate the movement of sound objects. The multichannel routing is very useful, since we apply B-format signals (four channels) in the simulator. Real-time signal processing allows the user to compose and listen to the acoustic environment composition in real time. The MIDI controller input allows the DAW software to be controlled by a MIDI controller or a custom interface. The acoustic environment simulator developed for this study has several advantages compared to the previous simulator developed at Salford by Bruce et al. in 2009 [21] . First, the interface is simpler and more intuitive compared to the previous simulator. Second, this simulator can be designed to use up to 90 sound objects, because Reaper (the DAW software used in this study) can handle 90 tracks and the interface can be customized. Third, this simulator has the flexibility to use different reproduction systems because it uses B-format signals, which can be decoded into systems as varied as stereo, two-dimensional ambisonic, threedimensional ambisonic or surround systems. Fourth, it reproduces in real time, so the user can listen to their acoustic environment composition while manipulating its constituent sound object parameters. Fifth, it enables the result of the composition to be recorded for later reproduction. The context in a soundscape indicates the interaction in space and time between individuals, their activities, and the location [22] . The context affects the soundscape via the following factors: auditory sensation, the interpretation of the auditory sensation, and the response of the soundscape. The auditory sensation represents the hearing process that starts with the sound coming through the ear, leading to the neurological response. The interpretation of the auditory sensation represents the process of interpreting the audio signal, which creates the understanding of the soundscape. The response of the soundscape represents the effect of the soundscape and the feeling that arises from the acoustic environment. The proposed simulator was designed by considering factors that are related to the soundscape context. The ambisonic reproduction system (to reproduce movement and positioning of sound objects) is implemented to imitate the auditory sensation from an actual sound environment. In addition, the sound objects are recorded in outdoor space, which includes the reflection of sounds, so auralization is not needed. The interpretation of auditory sensations is considered by including sound object recordings that are isolated from other sounds and by allowing the user to adjust the level of the sound objects. Although in the development of the acoustic environment simulator, the context of the soundscape was emphasized, the simulator still has some limitations. The simulator can only be used to compose one minute of an acoustic environment, after which the composition is looped. The system can only be used to understand general perceptions but not specific perceptions, such as the recognition of a certain space. The recording of sound objects in the simulator includes reverberation since all recordings are made outdoors or in a normal room. Although the recordings may be suitable to represent sound objects in an open area, they cannot represent sound objects in semi-open spaces or closed spaces. In these cases, the simulator fails to simulate the interaction between the sound objects and the environment correctly.
System Setup
The acoustic environment simulator system consists of three main devices: a personal computer (PC), an audio interface, and speakers. It was developed using a two-dimensional ambisonic reproduction system, since the validity of this reproduction system was tested and confirmed earlier by Sudarsono et al. [13] . The reproduction system consisted of eight Genelec 1029A speakers connected to an RMA ADI-8DS and an M-Audio Profire Lightbridge Audio Interface. The interface for the acoustic environment simulator was developed using PureData. This is basically a custom Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) controller that controls selected parameters in the DAW software. There are three areas in the simulator, as shown in Figure 1 : the rating area (light grey background), the background sound objects (blue background), and the event sound objects (dark grey background).
Implementation of Digital Audio Workstation Software to Imitate Spatial and Temporal Properties of Sound Objects
The acoustic environment simulator was designed with Reaper DAW software using the WigWare VST plugin developed by Bruce Wiggins [23] . Two WigWare VST plugins are implemented in the simulator: firstly, WigWare AmbiPan three-dimensional ambisonic panner, and secondly, WigWare Regular Shape 1 st order ambisonic decoder. The signal processing of the sound objects is shown in Figure 2 .
All recordings used in the simulator were recorded in mono. Positioning and movement of the sound objects were performed using the ambisonic panner VST plugin. The output of the plugin is a four-channel B-format output. The ambisonic panner is able to manipulate several parameters, such as azimuth, elevation, X, Y, Z, distance, and compensation distance. The position of the sound objects is controlled by changing the azimuth parameter while keeping the other parameters constant. The movement of sound objects is also replicated in the proposed simulator. There are two kinds of movement in the results reported here: the movement of people talking in the background, and the movement of sound objects in one direction (left to right, right to left, front to back, or back to front). The implementation of the ambisonic panner enables the output of each sound object into a B-format output. The outputs of all the sound objects are mixed together and sent to the ambisonic decoder. Using the Regular Shape 1 st order decoder from WigWare, the B-format signals are decoded into an eight-channel signal, which is sent to the audio interface and speakers. The acoustic environment simulator was designed using a twodimensional ambisonic system with eight speakers. The same decoder was used to reproduce acoustic environments in the previous experiment examining acoustic environment reproduction [13] .
All of the sound objects in the simulator are encoded as a B-format recording consisting of four channels (W, X, Y, and Z). Next, the B-format signals are decoded, using the Regular Shape 1 st order decoder, into an eight-channel signal that is sent to the audio interface and speakers, set up as shown in Figure 2. 
Recording Sound Objects and Calibration of the Acoustic Environment Simulator
The sound components were mono recorded using an Audio-Technica AT-815A unidirectional microphone and a Zoom H6 sound recorder. The unidirectional microphone was selected to reduce surrounding noise.
Nineteen sound objects were recorded at several different locations, as shown in Table 1 . The acoustic environment simulator was developed using nine background sound objects and ten event sound objects.
Two types of calibration were applied in the acoustic environment simulator: first, calibration of the output of each speaker, and second, calibration of the overall sound level. The calibration of the speaker output was done by reproducing omnidirectional white noise. This signal was sent to each of the speakers and each of the speakers was set to have the same output. The overall sound level was calibrated by measuring the sound level of each sound object as reproduced by the speaker system using a measurement microphone. The relative sound level of each sound object was set to 0 dB and each was played and measured individually by a measurement microphone.
The sound level measurements are shown in Table I . 
Validity of the Acoustic Environment Simulator
The validity of the acoustic environment simulator was tested by reproducing the urban acoustic environment compositions (composed using the acoustic environment simulator) for participants and asking them to rate the acoustic environment using the same semantic scales used in the in-situ soundwalk and in the laboratory experiment with acoustic environment recording in [13] . Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to the data, after which the components from the PCA were compared with the in-situ experiment.
Method
Two experiments were conducted to validate the acoustic environment simulator: first, an acoustic environment composition experiment, and second, rating of the acoustic environments created in the composition experiment. In the acoustic environment composition experiment, the participants were asked to create four compositions that represented the dimensions of Relaxation and Dynamics in an urban area: comfortablesimple, comfortable-varied, uncomfortable-simple, and uncomfortable-varied. The second experiment was conducted to analyse the validity of the acoustic environments composed in the acoustic environment simulator using semantic differential analysis. In this experiment, the signals of the composed acoustic environments were reproduced using a two-dimensional ambisonic system and the participants were requested to rate the acoustic environment according to the nineteen semantic scales used in the Davies study [8] , which are based on those of Kang [14] .
Experiments
The first experiment regarding acoustic environment composition was conducted in a listening room at the University of Salford, using the acoustic environment simulator as shown in Figure 3 . There were two sessions in this experiment. In the first, the acoustic environment simulator was explained to the participants and they were asked to try it out. After they had become familiar with the controls, they were asked to compose four acoustic environments. As they finished each composition, the data were saved, after which they went on to compose the next acoustic environment, and so on. The entire compositions were recorded in B-format signals, resulting in 100 acoustic environment composition samples. The second experiment was conducted using the recorded acoustic environment composition samples. Twenty-five different volunteers (25-42 years old, M = 32.1, SD = 8.32) from the first experiment were asked to listen to and evaluate the compositions from the first experiment. The volunteers (19 males and 6 females) in the second experiment were from various backgrounds (acoustics, engineering, and social sciences) and ethnicities (Indonesian, Chinese, Italian, British, Iraqi, Indian, Pakistani, Germany, and French) and participated in the experiment individually. The second experiment was also conducted using B-format recording samples from the acoustic environment composition experiment. The recordings were reproduced using a two-dimensional ambisonic reproduction system with eight speakers. The experiment used an interface developed using PureData to play the audio samples, as shown in Figure 4 . The participants could select an acoustic environment sample by clicking the number button. The time was indicated in the simulator to show the length of the sample, because the participants were directed to listen to each acoustic environment composition sample in its entirety. Two acoustic environment composition samples from each of the four perception categories (comfortablesimple, comfortable-varied, uncomfortable-simple, and uncomfortable-varied) were selected randomly from the acoustic environment composition database and presented in a random order in the simulator. Eight acoustic environment composition samples were reproduced for each participant -meaning that each of the acoustic environment composition samples was rated by two different participants -resulting in 200 responses to be analysed. As the participants listened to each sample in the interface, they filled in a questionnaire made in Microsoft Excel, as shown in Figure 5 . In addition, Davies's scales were also implemented to compare the perception of an acoustic environment reproduced in a laboratory with an in-situ acoustic environment [13] . The experiments conducted in this study were approved by University of Salford Ethic Panel with Research Ethic Panel Number CST 14/18. All participants were requested to fill in a consent form before the experiment started and they could leave the experiment if they did not feel comfortable with the experiment. Figure 4 Interface for the acoustic environment simulator validity experiment. Figure 5 Questionnaire for the acoustic environment simulator validity experiment.
Results and Discussion
The data from the experiment were analysed in two ways: using the sound levels of the acoustic environment compositions (Experiment I) and using principal component analysis (Experiment II). The sound levels of the acoustic environment compositions were compared with respect to the soundscape dimensions of Relaxation and Dynamics. A test of normality, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, was conducted to assess the normality of the data. The test of normality showed that both the Relaxation and Dynamic datasets were normally distributed (p = 0.200 for the Relaxation dataset and p = 0.201 for the Dynamic dataset). Since the data were normally distributed, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with interaction was selected for the next analysis. The result is shown in Table II . The main effect of sound level on Relaxation (p = 0.000 and F = 170.832), and a tendency for Dynamic (p = 0.051 and F = 3.390) were observed. No other effects were observed. Figure 6 shows that the sound level difference between the simple and the varied compositions (Dynamics dimension) was not significant, while the sound level difference between the comfortable and the uncomfortable compositions (Relaxation dimension) was significant. In other words, the participants tended to make uncomfortable soundscapes louder than comfortable ones. 
Comparison of Overall Sound Levels
Further analysis was done by comparing the overall sound levels of the acoustic environments with the sound levels measured in situ at selected urban locations. The in-situ measurements were taken between the hours of 12.00-15.00 at several locations in Manchester's city center: Piccadilly Gardens, Exchange Square, New Cathedral Street, St Ann's Square, the National Football Museum, Deansgate, and Market Street. A soundlevel comparison between comfortable acoustic environments, uncomfortable acoustic environments and in-situ measurements is shown in Figure 7 . The uncomfortable acoustic environments were 11.5 dB louder on average than the comfortable acoustic environments. Some of the uncomfortable acoustic environments were also louder than the sound levels measured at actual locations. When participants were asked to compose an uncomfortable soundscape, they tended to make the uncomfortable sound objects as loud as possible, resulting in a loud acoustic environment.
Another interesting finding is the sound level of comfortable acoustic environments. The participants composed comfortable soundscapes that were 8.4 dB lower on average than the in-situ measurements. This seems consistent with the results from the in-situ study, which indicated that soundscape recordings should be reproduced 9.5 dB lower than the actual sound level in order to imitate the feeling of being at the actual location [13] .
Further analysis was done using principal component analysis (PCA) from the data from Experiment II with Varimax rotation to understand the soundscape dimensions of the composed soundscapes and compare the results with the dimensions obtained from the in-situ experiment [13] . The significant components from the PCA were determined based on their eigenvalues (eigenvalue > 1) and further analysis was done to test for reliability.
Principal component analysis of the overall data collected was done by combining the results of the semantic scales from the comfortable and uncomfortable acoustic environments. The PCA of the overall data, as shown in Table  III The overall data, therefore, show the same reliable soundscape dimensions as in the in-situ experiment: Calmness/Relaxation (24%), Dynamics/Vibrancy (14%), and Communication (11%) [13] . Moreover, the dimensions of Dynamics and Communication in this experiment seem to display a similar amount of variance as in the in-situ experiment.
This result is also consistent with the field study at actual locations in Sheffield [14] that found four soundscape dimensions: Relaxation (26%), Communication (12%), Spatiality (8%), and Dynamics (7%). Three dimensions from Kang's study (Relaxation, Communication, and Dynamics) also appeared in the experiment using the acoustic environment simulator. The dimension of Relaxation had the highest variation in this study and Kang's study. Furthermore, the dimension of Communication in this study had similar variance as in Kang's study (11% in this study, 12% in Kang's). Using acoustic environment composition, this study also revealed dimensions similar to a field study in France, which suggests three soundscape dimensions: Assessment and Strength (67%), Sound Dynamic (15%), and Spatial Dimension and Clarity (8%) [24] .
The dimension of Calmness/Relaxation in our experiment is similar to the dimension of Assessment and Strength and the dimension of Sound Dynamic is also similar to the dimension of Dynamics/Vibrancy. The present results are also similar to the laboratory study conducted by Davies et al. [8] . This laboratory study sought to validate an ambisonic soundscape reproduction and showed four soundscape dimensions: Calmness/Relaxation (41%), Dynamics/Vibrancy (10%), Communication (7%), and Spatiality (7%). The first three dimensions also appear in this study and displayed similar variance.
Further investigation was conducted by analysing the PCA results of the comfortable and the uncomfortable acoustic environments. According to our previous study [13] , the sound level of soundscape reproductions could affect participants' perceptions of them and there were significant sound level differences between the comfortable and the uncomfortable acoustic environments in this experiment. Figure 8 Principal component analysis plots
The PCA analysis of the comfortable and the uncomfortable acoustic environments shows the same reliable soundscape dimensions as the overall acoustic environments (Calmness/Relaxation, Dynamics/Vibrancy, and Communication), similar to the in-situ study [13] . This result indicates that the simulator is able to imitate the perception of actual soundscapes.
The study conducted by Brown et al. showed that the preference of acoustic environments may have had different due to the different context or locations [25] . A standardization of the soundscape assessment method should be developed, especially to determine the type of outcome to assess a soundscape.
Aletta et al. suggested three methods to assess acoustic environments: in-situ experiments, laboratory experiments (using recorded or simulated soundscape), and narrative interviews [12] .
This study used semantic scales to validate and understand the outcome. Our previous study [13] indicated that three soundscape dimensions appear in both in situ and in laboratory experiments using a reproduced soundscape: Calmness/Relaxation, Dynamics/Vibrancy, and Communication. The present study confirms that the same soundscape dimensions also appear when the laboratory experiment is conducted using simulated acoustic environments. According to our result, the assessment of an urban soundscape can be done according to the dimensions of Calmness/Relaxation, Dynamics/Vibrancy, and Communication.
Conclusion
An acoustic environment simulator was developed and its validity was analysed in this study. The simulator was developed using three concepts: (i) the structured perspective in the acoustic environment, (ii) sound objects, and (iii) separation of background sounds and event sounds. The validity of the acoustic environment simulator was analysed by reproducing the soundscapes composed in the simulator by new participants. Principal component analysis showed the same reliable soundscape dimensions as the previous experiment, conducted in situ: Calmness/Relaxation, Dynamics/Vibrancy, and Communication. This result indicates that the acoustic environmental simulator can simulate an acoustic environment resulting in the same general perception as an actual soundscape. This study also showed that a simulated soundscape is valid for analyzing a soundscape and the result of a simulated acoustic simulator can represent an actual in-situ soundscape.
This study suggested three soundscape dimensions that consistently appear from the in-situ experiment and the laboratory experiments (using reproduced or simulated acoustic environments). Furthermore, it appears that urban soundscapes may be suitable to be rated according to the dimensions of Calmness/Relaxation, Dynamics/Vibrancy, and Communication
